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Abstract 
Very laroe scale mappino (1/250) was experimented on the 
basis of FMC cameraqHiqh resolution film and total station 
survevinq. 
The future attractive combination of precision 
photoqrammetry and personal computer assisted terrestrial 
surveyinq was investiqated from the point of view of 
accuraCYq time effectiveness and total procedures control. 

i.Preface 

In the field of photoqrammetryqnowadays.practices of aerial 
photoqraphy usinq FMC cameras are the state of the art 
techniques.Aerial films of hiqh resolution quality have been 
developed in few countries as well. 

As for photoqrammetric larqe scale mappinq~ it is inevitable 
to utilize low altitude- larqe scale photoqraphy both with 
hiqh resolution films and FMC cameras. 

Fortunately~we have analytical plottersqwhich combine on
line aerial trianqulationqdiqital compilation and total 
station surveyinq system to ensure the ultimate accuracy. 

In this report we deal with accuracy-verification.which 
compares photoqrammetric data with terrestrial data of 
mapped points. 

Then we have added comparisons of several cases of aerial 
trianqulation~to make sure of a feasibility for very larqe 
scale mappinq from an accuracy point of view. 

Finally we set UP our practical quide lines for very laros 
scale mappinq. 
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2.0utlines of Study-Quest for modern combination of 
photoorammetric components 

2-1.Workinq flow chart 

To realize practical larqe scale mappinq~we have 
investioated the whole procedures of accuracy-verification 
process as fiq.l. 
As shown at the riqht hand side columnqwe have improved the 
ordinary procedures into rather up-to date ones. 
Followino the stepsq we will explain the contents in detail" 

MAPPING PROCESS 1 I VERIFICATION ITEM I 
Mapping planning & preparation ............ ..................... New targets 

New tasks 

New materials 

, 
Ground con trot surveying I ....................... · .. · .... ·· .......... 1 Free-network adjustment I 

Photography I ....................................................... 

, 

Aerial triangul ation I ................................. 

..................... OC camera 

High resolution film 

Low-speed aircraft 

..................... Independent model/Bundle 

adjustment 

Model ori entati on \ .......................................... ....... · ............ ·1 Analytical plotter I 

Compilation 

(Photogrammetric Data Acquisition) 
,~ 

" Total station surveying 

(Terres tri at Data Acquisition) 

Fiq.l Accuracv-Verification Process 
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2-2.Planninq and preparation 

Our accuracy verification was concentrated on comparison 
between photoqrammetric and terrestrial data. 
In photoqrammetric processes FMC camera~hiah resolution 
films and analytical plotter for diqital compilation were 
used.In terrestrial processes free-network controls and 
total station surveyinq system were applied to supply 
precision around control data. 

Durina a practical project of 1/500 mappino for fundamental 
mapSq We planned to take photos of scale of 1/2000 for 1/2~O 

mappino.we estimated this kind of mappino to be performed in 
a dense urban area in the near future. 

Films we considered as favorable were Kodak Technical Pan 
film~Aafa Gevaert Aviphoto-pan 200 and Kodak Plus-x. 
We initially considered a systematic flioht plan to ensure 
reqular pattern of taken photos in an area of Fin.2. 
One of the characteristics is the coincidence of principal 
points with map centers to oet the common coveraqe of 
(ortho)photos and maps . 

........ L ............... .1 ................ .1 ............... .1 ................ .! ....... . 
i ! ! MAPPIN AREA . : : : : 

········t······· ········t········ ······· .. t··!:::: ::::::::1::::::::: ,::: •••• , ....... . 

Fio.2 Fliqht plannina 

2-3.Free network around controls 

t.AAP SHEET 
(150m x 200m) 

In Japan~even a national around control has sometimes an 
error more than 20 ems. 
We need accurate around controls with smallest errors in 
larae scale mappino. 
1. 11 thf:?:oclol i tf2 h c~.s I...tsuif.\11 V an obsa\/t::\t i on E~ccur ac:v of around 
:~:;II i:i.·ft.f2r thf2 .:'::i.c:i.iL\stmE~ni·.· ... 
our EDM has an accuracy of 5 mm+- 2ppm. 
The averaqe observation distance was around 500ms throuqh 
the mapped area~then we have oat error ellipsoid of 2 em 
(major axis) in the Free net.work solution. 
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Based on these around control accuracies q we can aet 
several kinds of accuracies in mappina procedures and 
consequently estimate the final error within 0,,5 mms on the 
map (1/250) qi.e.12.5 cm on the around. 

Ground control survevina 
Aerial trianaulation 
Model compilation 
Fi nal dl'"afti nc) 

1 ""2 
4,. .. ·8 
'7 1::." 
~r tt , •• J 

Total amount 8"7~11.5 cm 

(5'\.·:/,0 I.Jm) 
(20r

" 40 I...~m) 

(0.3 mm on the map) 

We hope to reduce the error of Final draftina by introducino 
dioital mappinq technique. 

Forward Motion Compensation camera (LMK camera)we have is 
the earliest one in Japan. 
FMC camera can compensate slip of the imaae position on the 
film surface caused bv the exposure interval durina the 
-f:lioht .. 
Fian3 shows the schematic idea and calculatina formula of 
the amount of Forward Motion. 

Fio.3 Schema of Forward Motion 

d/D .. f/H -S (Ph"to scato ) 

d : AflIOunt of sUp 

D : I\llIOunt of cal1Cra movettlent 

f : FOCJlJ length 

J[ : Flying height 

For experimentqwe estimate the amount of compensation as 
:l.60L!m i.JndfE.·r" t.he condit:i.on C')f the flioht. l::\.S +0110Il\I~:::." 

the amount of compensation = photoscale * shift of 
aircraft durinq exposure 

shift of aircraft durina exposure = Flvino speed*shutter 
i:::./Jf:?!ed 

where Flvinq speed - 200km/h=Photo scale - 1/2000~shutter 

speed = 1/175 sec. 

Judainq from the size of a floatina mark~it is necessary to 
correct the amount of slip of the imaqe position. 

Since this function is most distinct to laroe scale 
photosqFMC cameras are respected as indispensabe component 
in photoqrammetry in Japan. 
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2-5uHioh resolution films 

There are various kinds of 35 mm and 6x6 films in the 
marketqbut photoqrammetrist has been restricted within the 
medium level of resolution films in the field of aerial 
photoqrammetrv because of forward motion of aircraft durina 
E~ ~{ P 0 S·I...I r' E~ n 

Usinq FMC cameras~we can make use of hiqh resolution and low 
sensitivity films in wider ranoe of weather condition. 
We can select slower shutter speed than usual and oet more 
sharp imaqe for photoqrammetric compilation. 
Fven with medium resolution films~we can find a merit to use 
no shadow imaqery in a cloudy weather. 

All these thinos are the breakthrouoh of aerial photoqraphy 
in an imaqe quality sense. 
Fiq.4 shows the comparison of various types of aerial films 
we have investiqated durinq our experiment. 

We still have some problems in photo-processinQ staae 
qiue.facilities~chemicals and experiences~to use hioh 
resolution films in Japan" 

Designation Manufacturer Type ASA AFS Resolution 

Plus-x 2402 Kodak Pan 250 100 50 

Double-x 2405 Kodak Pan 320 100 50 

Panatomic-x 3400 Kodak Pan 64 200 80 

High Defi. 3414 Kodak Pan 8 630 250 

Aerocolor N 2445 Kodak C N 100 80 40 

Aerial C So-242 Kodak C P 6 200 100 

Aviphot Pan 200 Agfa-Gevaert Pan 80 160 100 

Aeri al HS Fuji Pan 320 100 100 

Fiq.4 Aerial Films Used 
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2-6.Total station surveyinq system 

For terrest~ial around control surveyinqqin other words 
around coordinate acquisition~we have selected to use the 
total station surveyino systemqwhich is a system to acquire 
coordinates in 2 steps in one system.At the first step we 
measure anqles and distance at a time usinq electro
tachvmeterqthen in either inside of the tachymeter or 
outside of it micro-processer compute the 3D coordinates of 
respective point. 
Fiou5 shows the technical specification of our total station 

Length 

Objective lens 

Magnification 

Image 

Field of view 

Resolving power 

169mm 

40mm(EDM;55mm) 

30x 

Erect 

10 20' 
3/1 

Minimum focus distance 1.5m 

Measuring method 

Least count 

Accuracy 

Display unit 

Measuri ng time 

Electronic absolute reading 

1" (5cc) 

1" (standard deviation 

based on DIN 18723) 

1/1 (5cc) 

5/1 (lOcc)in tracking mode 

0.4sec. 

Illumination is provided on the reticle 0.2sec.in tracking mode 

Accuracy ± (5mm+2ppm)m. s.e 

Meas uri ng Time 

Single measurement and repeat 

measurement 

Tracking mode 

Least Count 

Fine mode 

4sec. 

O.6sec. 

Imm(0.005ft) 

Prism constant correction -80to+20mm(bylmm) 

Graduated circles 80mm ¢ (both horizontal and 

Leveling 

Working range 

Setting Accuracy 

Plate level 

vertical),coded graduation 

Liquid compensator 

±5' 
1/1 

20" /2mm 

Fion5 Technical specification of our total station surveyinQ 
::::.y"!:::.tf.-!!fn 
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3.Methods of accurac:y-verificatjon 
3-1.Former achievements and Present qoal 

Durinq our previous experiments qiven belowqwe seek to find 
the present qoal in confirminq the point-accuracy of mapped 
r,oints';a 

(l)LMK -with FMC device-camera experiment 
(2)Kodak Panatomic-x q Tech-pan q so-242 and so on 

f0~'; r:) er t men t. 
(3)Total station PADRAS-T3D development 

(4)Diqital compilation~editinq and Plottinq usinG 
analvttcal plotter. 

For the above mentioned qoalqwe have decided to investiaate 
the accuracy of aerial trianqulation and photoqrammetric 
models as a basis of larqe scale mappinq. 

3-2.Verified items in aerial trianqulation 

(l)E::fi:ectivf.:~ size of block €:'.d,:iuf:::.tment 

For this purpose we treated laree block aerial trianqulation 
of 1400 models in a block. 
Several kinds of case-study were done to find the best 
accuracy under the present practical conditions. 

(?) AccuI'- ,ac\" 0'+= f:::.m€:\.l . .l block aer'i a.l -I::.!'" i {::In C) I.J 1 r.:3.t. J. on of :I. (3.1'~('.lf!.':~ 

f:::.cr.3.1 e photo~; 

In a similar way that we applied in a larqe block q we 
confirmed the present accuracy level of larae scale photos« 

3-3.Verified items in photoqrammetric models 

(1)Test field for larqe scale aerial photoaraphv 
It was fortunate for us to use Free-network around control 
survev data for the control points. 

(2)Ultimate accuracy of minor controls in a 
photoarammetric model 

(3)How accurate are the photoarammetric model-points in 
comparison with around controls? 

3-4.Accuracv standard for other mappinq procedures 
For further consideration we checked 2 other aspects in 
other mappinq procedures. 

(l)Accuracy of Photoqrammetric minor controls for 
supplemental survey 

(2)Efficiency of total station SUrVeYlna svstem~as an 
alternative tool of plane surveyinq 
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4uResults of accuracy-verification 
4-1.Accuracy level of mapped points 

- Comparison between larqe and small block adjustments -

Un it in (m) 

Block Adjustment Case A I Case A2 Case B3 Case B4 Case B5 Case B6 Case B7 Case c8 Case C<J 
Photo Scale 1/4000 1/4000 1/4000 1/ 4000 1/4000 1/ 4000 1/ 4000 1/2000 1/2000 

NO.of Photos 1422 1422 214 214 214 214 214 28 28 

Controls Distribution 

P.L 283 283 44 44 44 44 44 10 10 

H 1621 1621 248 248 248 248 248 10 10 

NO.of Controls 

P.L 283 81 44 21 11 14 32 10 5 

H 1621 165 248 29 16 42 42 10 5 

NO.of Checking Points 

P.L 0 262 0 23 33 30 12 0 5 

H 0 1456 0 219 232 206 206 0 5 

aO.P.L 0.038 0.035 0.035 0.035 0.035 0.015 0.014 

aO.H 0.064 0.063 0.063 0.063 0.063 0.011 0.010 

Residuals of Controls 

(R.S.M) P.L 0.05 0.06 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.006 0.008 

H 0.04 0.02 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.014 0.005 

Residuals of tie Points 

(R.S.M) P.L 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.012 0.009 

H 0.03 0.03 (1.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.010 0.005 

Residuals of Checking 

Points (R.S.M) P.L 0.18 0.14 0.16 0.13 0.11 0.020 

H 0.15 0.17 0.28 0.13 0.13 0.054 

Residuals of Controls 

(Max) P.L 0.17 0.12 0.07 0.08 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.010 0.013 

H 0.17 0.07 0.15 0.09 0.06 0.08 0.08 0.033 0.009 

Residuals of tie Points 

(Max) P.L 0.18 0.17 0.17 0.16 0.15 0.15 0.17 0.022 0.018 

H 0.18 0.23 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.013 0.009 

Residuals of Checking 

Points (Max) P.L 0.51 0.27 0.27 0.29 0.23 0.027 

H 0.92 0.59 0.73 0.50 0.50 0.099 
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4-2.Accuracy of detail survey(mapped points) usino total 
stE:'1.ti on 

Unit in (m) 

Electric Walls Manholes Traffic Road House 

Poles Sign Corner 

No.points 12 13 27 7 35 2 

ax 0.038 0.036 0.031 0.032 0.038 0.028 

ay 0.098 0.077 0.088 0.088 0.092 0.107 

a xy 0.105 0.085 0.094 0.093 0.100 0.110 

az 0.064 0.118 0.073 0.060 0.078 0.125 

Fic.7 Standard deviation of classified mapped points 

AccordinQ to 3.Methods of accuracy-verification we can 
derive some characteristics out of Fio.6 and Fic"7 
r€')'::::'P€~!ct i \/el V'" 

All 

Points 

96 

0.034 

0.087 

0.094 

0.079 

(l)For larce block case 84 is a standard application of 
Japanese surveyinq requlations.Residuals of checkinq points 
display some apparent errors included in some parts of 
bl c}ck':::; 'I bU.t F<i"'I~:3 v·('::\.11 . ..I.F2s !::i.PPE?:::l.r- t.o bE~ ml.Jcf1 ~:":l.ccul·-ate than u~:.~u~::i.l .. 
Case 86 shows that increasino the number of heioht controls 
compensate or improve t.he accuracy even in the case of 
decreasinq the number of planimetric controlsn 
Consequently we are satisfied with the number of controls of 
liii\I'-c:ie block<>1000 moc:lel~!:.) ·for larc:li!!:! sC(B.IE! m€i'.ppincl(l/500). 
(2)Case c9 shows that. we can oet t.he accuracy of 2~5cm(RMS) 
at a present staae in the case of larce scale photos. 
(3)Overall accuracy of mapped points enable us to cet. the 
accuracy of less than 10 cm at compilation staoe usino 
analytical plotter. 
(4)We have not yet succeeded to confirm the ultimaaate 
photoqrammetric accuracy 4 because we are still short of 
around control accuracy of 1 cm" 
(S)Simultaneously with checkino surveyinq usinq total 
station system~ we have realized the efficiency of total 
station systeeem for detail survey to some extent" 
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5-1.Tarqets of very larqe scale mappinq 
Our present tarqets are the 3 followino itemsn 
1) To satisfy A-I class accuracy standard in Japanese 
cadaster surveyinq reoulations. 
2) To apply this method for cadaster qround controls in a 
dense urban areau 
3) To produce basicCaerial photoarammetric)maps for civil 
enqineerina desiqnn 
From these points of viewqour results are very close to the 
satisfactory level. 

5-2.Tasks of very laroe scale mappinq 
We need further improvements on matters mentioned below. 
To acquire a stable platformqlike a airship camera station" 
Fiq.S shows a plan of airship-borne camera • 

..MTTE.ltY _ 
_ "_Q_llfl. __ _ 
.JIl£JS!L 

Fiq. 8 Airship-borne camera 

To ost more precise qround controls q such as either free 
netl;-.Jork c,rol.Jnd cont!/'"o};.; 0'''' 1si {'nul taneou!;; ;'!:\dj ustmE~nt. contr'ol s 
of aerial and terrestrial surveyino data 
To qet economical spatial around controls and resection 
technique usinq total station survey 
Fiq.9 shows the schematic idea. 

Fi ('I .. 9 

o 
1 

0: Tereet points 

Point of obserbillion 

o v: Controle poinLs 

coAtrols and resectIon 
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To innovate the whole procedure~usinQ lap-top personal
computer plane survevinq system with CAD display. 

5-3uProvisional technical specifications 
Here we propose a provisional technical specification as 
Fiq"l()" 

I Planning and preparation I 

Free Network ground surveyi ng I 

FMC/Stationary aerial photography 

(High resolution film) 

High precision aerial triangulation 

(Online triangulation) 

I Digital Compilation I 

Map Editing with CAD system 

Total stat ion surveyi ng I 

Lap top PC plane surveyi ngl 

Map sheet production/GIS data manupilation l 

Fiq.l0. Provisional WorkinQ Flowchart 
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(.';) a CCln c 11.J s i on f.~:. 
As far as accuracy is concerned~we have almost succeeded to 
aet satisfactory results usinq 1/2000 photo aerial 
i::.r i ,!:tnc:lu.l at ion .. 
Some provisional approaches~like hiqh resolution films q 

total station survevinq~ are becomina more popular to 
photoqrammetrists as well. 
Data requirements from aeoaraphical information system will 
accelerate cadaster survey in dense urban area. 
Our photoarammetric efforts will contribute to control key 
process as a breakthrough for very larqe scale mappinq 
( 1 ./ :7:~~3()) n 
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